
I} Research Question: What are the differences in brands that chose to market on         
Instagram, vs. those that chose to market on Twitter? 

 
A} Instagram: My theory is that Instagram first and foremost is more actively used by the 
young female community of social media users. I hypothesized this based on the aesthetics 
and interest to make their account more visually pleasing. Such as spending more time editing 
the photo, using other editing tools outside of what Instagram provides, as well posting more 
frequently, and posting images that are visually “pretty”. Such things include latte art, jewelry 
etc. And so that is why I made the observation that brands that appeal to women and girls, like 
Forever 21, are more likely to market on Instagram rather than Twitter. Not only because they 
have a ready platform and audience to use, but also because it is fashion. Fashion and retail, in 
order to sell, need to make the merchandise visually appealing. They need to make the image 
nice enough that simply by seeing its photo on Instagram will entice the user to go online or 
into their store.  This is actually a very easy and smart tactic used by these brands because 
Instagram is extremely easy to use and costs no money.  
 

i} Proof of this is Forever 21 having 5.9 million followers and posting, almost exclusively, 
images of women’s clothes and fashion. This would meant hat they know their own 
demographic, and so, see women as the priority audience to market to.  
 
ii} Another example that I am using as my case study is the Etsy brand Blush Bazaar, the 
name alone sounds soft and feminine and appealing mostly to women. However, the 
reason why I chose them is because they sell handmade party decoration ornaments and 
use Instagram as a main platform to advertise. They repost images taken by their clients 
with the ways they have used the products to decorate the party space, and so every single 
client has been a women.  
  

a}          b}   



The images above further support my theories, the left hand side shows that women are 
the main focus because out of the first nine images seen from visiting the page, only one 
is directed towards men. The on the right side, the suggested pages to follow are a model 
and an actress, then another fashion brand.  
 

B} Twitter: Twitter is text based and so I would argue that these are the type of information that 
is marketed through information, such as release dates, time frames, celebrities promoting 
a product, etc. Twitter also helps to market a brand rather than a product with is unlike 
Instagram. 

 
i} Everyone know what an Oreo tastes like, they already have their product marketed and 
easily available. However brands like Oreo are not marketing a product but rather 
competing to keep their brand relevant and prevalent. For example there was an article 
written no Oreo titled “ Eight Great Examples of Agile Marketing Form Oreo”:  
https://econsultancy.com/blog/63140-eight-great-examples-of-agile-marketing-from-
oreo/ . When looking at these images we see that they stay relevant to the times and try to 
use current events to sell and relate to the times and audience. Also, even though they are 
images, they are posted on their Twitter.   

  
   

 
 
  

 
 


